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MILLIONS IN 
DAMAGES 

CAUSED BY 
COVID-19

€ 35 million were paid 
for damages in nine 
months alone

Sami Mazreku - Acting Director of the Kosovo Insurance Bureau said in an interview 
for â€œiSIGURIMEâ€ that the consequences caused by COVID-19 to the institution 
thereof are very high because the sale of policies by the end of August this year 
dropped by 63.1% compared to the same period of the previous year. Mazreku says 
that another serious problem is the continuous increase in the number of uninsured 
vehicles. According to him, this is the last moment where all the institutions should 
work together to mitigate this trend which is one of the obstacles for Kosovoâ€™s 
membership in the Green Card Bureaux.
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Drastic decline in policy sales
In July last year, the Kosovo Insurance Bureau (KIB) sold 113,872 insurance policies, whereas in 
July this year, KIB sold only 28,622 policies. 85,250 less policies were sold compared to the 
same month of the previous year.

iSIGURIME
The COVID-19 pandemic has caused a lot 

of damage to the country as well as to the 
revenues of the Kosovo Insurance Bureau 
because the funds collected from the sale of 
border policies so far are nowhere near the 
planned revenues for this year. According to 
the official data of KIB, it can be seen that in 
March this year, the Bureau sold 7,627 
insurance policies, compared to 17,170 that 
were sold in March 2019. Thus, revenues 
from the sale of policies in March 2020 were € 
261,202.32, whereas in March 2019 they 
were € 460,731.29. In addition, 2,020 
policies were sold in April 2020, whereas 
34,230 were sold in April 2019. In April 
2020, revenues from the sale of policies were 
€ 117,375.22, whereas in April 2019 such 
revenues were in the amount of € 735,873.91. 
In May 2020, KIB sold 3,923 policies, 
whereas 19,399 were sold in May 2019. If we 
compare the revenues, it turns out that in May 
2020 the revenues were in the amount of € 
186,850.20, as opposed to € 511,849.60 € in 
May 2019. In addition, in June this year, the 
Kosovo Insurance Bureau sold 21,394 
policies, whereas 25,798 were sold in the 
same month of the previous year. In June 
2020, revenues from the sale of policies were 
in the amount of € 550,501.93, whereas in 
June 2019 such revenues were in the amount 
of € 628,008.32. According to the official 
data of the Kosovo Insurance Bureau, it can 
be seen that the largest decline in sales of 
policies was recorded in July this year, where 
only 28,622 policies were sold compared to 
113,872 policies sold in July 2019. 
Therefore, revenues from the sale of policies 
in July 2020 were in the amount of € 
687,889.53, whereas in the same month of 
the previous year the revenues were in the 
amount of € 2,349,875.39. Even in August, 
the total amount of policies sold was 19,071 
and the revenues were in the amount of € 
370,757.48, and in August 2019 a total of 
73,006 policies were sold, and the revenues 
were in the amount of € 1,436,714.56. In 
September 2020, only 14,101 policies were 
sold, compared to 21,791 that were sold in 
the same month of the previous year. The 
revenues in September 2020 were lower by 
200 thousand EUR compared to September 
2019. “KIB sold 22,413 policies until 
26.10.2020, compared to 23,601 policies 
that were sold in October 2019”, it is noted 
in the official data of the Kosovo Insurance 
Bureau.

2019 2020 Difference

March 17,170 7,627 -9,543

April 34,230  2,020 - 32,210

May 19,399 3,923 - 15,476

June 25,798  21,394 - 4,404

July 113,872  28,622  - 85,250

August 73,006  19,071  - 53,935

September 21,791  14,101   - 7,690

October 23,601  22,413  - 1,188

Revenues 1 March – 26 October 2020
2019 2020   Difference

March 460,731.29€  261,202.32€ -199,528.97€

April 735,873.91€  117,375.22€ -618,498.69€

May 511,849.60€ 186,850.20€ -324,999.40€

June 628,008.32€  550,501.93€ - 77,506.39€

July 2,349,875.39€  687,889.53€ -1,661,985.86€

August 1,436,714.56€  370,757.48€ -1,065,957.08€

September 520,581.12€  321,290.68€ - 199,290.44€

October 560,682.25€  431,465.40€ - 129,216.85€

Number of policies sold in the period 
01 March – 26 October 2020
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€ 35 million were paid for 
damages in nine months alone
According to the latest data of the Central Bank of Kosovo (CBK), it can be seen that the insurance companies and the 
Kosovo Insurance Bureau paid € 35 million for damages only during the first nine months of this year. Compared to the 
same period of the previous year, it can be seen that the amount paid for damages is higher by 0.64 %.

iSIGURIME
According to official data of CBK, insurance 

companies have paid damages of no less than € 35 
million only during the first nine months of this 
year. Damage payments to citizens continue to be 
high, despite the major problems faced by 
insurance companies as a result of the COVID-19 
pandemic. Compared to the data of August 2019, 
it can be seen that the payment amount for claims 
is almost the same as the payments made for 
claims during August of this year. 

Damages paid for each month
The official data of the Central Bank of Kosovo 
show that around € 4 million were paid for 
damages in September, around € 3.8 million were 
paid for damages in August, whereas insurance 
companies have paid over € 4.8 million for 
damages in July this year. Compared to the 
previous months of this year, the value of damages 
differs on monthly basis. Insurance companies paid 
€ 3.8 million for damages in June. € 1.4 million 
were paid in May. €3.1 million were paid in April. 
€ 3.1 million were paid in March. € 4.1 million 
were paid in February. € 5.5 million were paid by 
insurance companies for damages in January, or 
almost 100% more than the amount paid on the 
same month of the previous year. 

Damages paid from 
2000 until now
According to the official data of CBK 

obtained by ‘INSURANCE’, insurance 
companies have paid no less than € 500 
million for damages from 2000 until now. 
According to such data, it can be seen that 
over € 35 million were paid by insurance 
companies during the first 9 months of 
this year. € 50 million were paid in 2019. 
€ 42.7 million were paid in 2018. € 42.1 
million were paid in 2017. € 36.5 million 
were paid in 2016. € 37 million were paid 
in 2015 and € 31.1 million were paid in 
2014. In addition, € 38.4 million were 
paid in 2013. € 30.5 million were paid in 
2012. € 26.8 million were paid in 2011. € 
26.5 million were paid in 2010. € 18.8 
million were paid in 2009. € 17.7 million 
were paid in 2008. € 12.8 million were 
paid in 2007. € 10.9 million were paid in 
2006. € 9.1 million were paid in 2005. € 
6.7 million were paid in 2004. € 5.5 
million were paid in 2003. € 3.5 million 
were paid in 2002 and € 2.6 million were 
paid in 2000.

Year Payment of damages          Total revenues

2020 (1-9) 35,062,791  € 74.241,717 €

2019 49.977,495 € 97.999,080 €

2018 42.766,736 € 90.503,664 €

2017 42.151,078 € 84.919,344 €

2016 36.871,506 € 81.235,523 €

2015 36.971,397 € 78.767,663 €

2014 31.182,207 € 80.080,181  €

2013 38.448,821 € 77.385,883 €

2012 30.581,215 € 81.534,352 €

2011 26.812,984 € 78.095,611 €

2010 26.527,830 € 71.243,658 €

2009 18.834,757 € 67.756,310 €

2008 17.678,577 € 56.380,959 €

2007 12.821,635 € 50.811,083 €

2006 10.932,644 € 34.705,304 €

2005 9.165,533 € 47.212,598 €

2004 6.743,000 € 39.090,000 €

2003 5.583,705 € 37.060,000 €

2002 3.540,000 € 27.231,000 €

2001 /  /

2000 2.655,000 31.161,000 €
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iSIGURIME: Mr. Mazreku, it has been a 
month since you have been appointed as the 
acting director of the Kosovo Insurance 
Bureau and your appointment comes after 
having had a lot of success in the Insurance 
Association of Kosovo. What is your next 
plan at the helm of this important institution?

Mazreku: I have been working in the insurance 
sector for more than 14 years, namely in the 
Insurance Association of Kosovo. In the past 
three years I held the position of Executive 
Director of the Association. Although we had a 
small number of staff, we worked tirelessly and 
with a lot of energy and we achieved enormous 
results. The biggest changes took place in the 
insurance sector in the recent years, especially 
during the last two decades, and we have 
undoubtedly given a part of the contribution to 
the achievements. As you know, on 01 October 
of this year, I was appointed acting director of 
the Kosovo Insurance Bureau by the decision of 
the General Assembly. We will continue even in 
this institution with great energy and dynamics 
which we have proven for the past three years at 
least. Since it has been a very short time since I 
got the confidence of the General Assembly to 
run an important institution such as the Bureau, I 
have not yet been able to get an accurate picture 
of the situation in this institution. Nevertheless, I 
have drafted a dynamic work plan which will be 
implemented in the coming days and months. 
We must point out that like no other institution, 
COVID-19 has severely damaged the

iSIGURIME:  You have been the director of 
the Insurance Association for several years, 
what are the priorities now as the acting 
director of the Kosovo Insurance Bureau ?

Mazreku: We have started with a great 
work dynamic since my first day of work in 
the Bureau. However, it is still early to talk 
about other activities as I was only recently 
appointed by the General Assembly. So, it's 
only been a month. From what I have seen so 
far, it can be noted that the Kosovo Insurance 
Bureau is not in good financial situation 
because the sale of policies has dropped by 
63.1%. There is a huge drop in sales due to 
reduced movement as a result of the 
COVID-19 pandemic. We hope that the 
pandemic will end in the near future, and if 
this situation continues further, the situation 
in the Kosovo Insurance Bureau will get even 
worse.

iSIGURIME:  The Government of Kosovo 
has decided that the border insurance policies 
will be covered by the government until the 
end of this year. Is the agreement being 
implemented?
Mazreku: As I said in the previous question, 
apart from the fact that revenues have 
dropped due to the reduction of movement,

Millions in 
damages caused 
by COVID-19
Sami Mazreku - Acting Director of the Kosovo Insurance 
Bureau said in an interview for “iSIGURIME” that the 
consequences caused by COVID-19 to the institution 
thereof are very high because the sale of policies by the 
end of August this year dropped by 63.1% compared to 
the same period of the previous year. Mazreku says that 
another serious problem is the continuous increase in the 
number of uninsured vehicles. According to him, this is 
the last moment where all the institutions should work 
together to mitigate this trend which is one of the 
obstacles for Kosovo’s membership in the Green Card 
Bureaux.

1113,232
border insurance policies were 
sold during the period January-
August 2020

 insurance sector, including the Kosovo Insurance 
Bureau, and our data show that the sale of policies 
has dropped significantly. As a result of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, the insurance market in 
our country has significantly decreased for the 
first time as compared to the continuous growth 
that it made over the years. According to the 
official data, as a result of the pandemic, the 
insurance market has dropped by more than 30% 
and the sale of border policies has dropped by 
63.1%. Therefore, according to the official data, 
113,232 policies were sold during the period 
January-August 2020, compared to 307,488 
policies that were sold during the same period of the 
previous year. It can be seen that we have a very 
large decrease that has reflected a lot in revenue 
decline and such a situation will cause major 
problems even to the Bureau. On the other hand, 
there were a lot of damages caused during the 
period in question, whereas there were less 
revenues compared to the previous year. In any 
case, we are trying to do the best even in this 
difficult financial situation, and we are handling 
and paying damages within the time lines 
provided by the applicable laws.
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 to our real data is causing issues and delays 
in the payment of funds. It is well-known 
that the Bureau has a lot of obligations, both 
to pay salaries to the workers and pay for 
damages, and delays in the payment of 
invoices cause big issues. But we hope that 
we will find a solution very soon and have 
no delays until the end of this year which is 
covered by the decision of the Government 
of Kosovo to pay the border policies for our 
compatriots.

iSIGURIME: Has the reduction in the policy 
price affected the Kosovo Insurance Bureau 
revenues? 

Mazreku: Certainly, the 35% price reduction 
is too high and this will affect our daily work to a 
great extent. But we hope that the pandemic will 
end soon and we will return to normal life, 
otherwise if this trend continues, there will be 
huge problems in the future.

iSIGURIME: The number of uninsured 
vehicles in the country continues to be high. Do 
you have any plans to reduce the numbers? 

Mazreku: GThroughout the previous year as 
well as in the past two years, we continuously 
raised our concerns about the continuous 
increase in the number of unregistered vehicles 
in our country.  

“From what I have seen so 
far, it can be seen that the 
Kosovo Insurance Bureau is 
not in good financial situation 
because the sale of policies 
has dropped by 63.1%. There 
is a huge drop in sales due to 
reduced movement as a 
result of the COVID-19 
pandemic”,  said Sami 
Mazreku - Acting 
Director of the Kosovo 
Insurance Bureau.

At the end of July, an institutional initiative 
was launched to work in this regard. As I have 
said many times before, a very high 
number of uninsured vehicles has become a 
“cancer” to the insurance sector. Currently, 
the number of unregistered vehicles is 
estimated to be more than 150 thousand and 
the damages caused by such vehicles are 
very high. Millions of EUR in damages are 
caused in just one year. According to the law, 
damages caused to citizens by such vehicles 
should be compensated by the Kosovo 
Insurance Bureau. On the other hand, the 
reimbursement of the funds by the citizens 
who cause the damages is very difficult 
because there are long delays in cases handled 
by the courts. 

iSIGURIME: When is Kosovo expected to 
become a member of the Green Card Bureaux?

Mazreku: The Kosovo Insurance Industry 
is constantly committed and engaged to 
achieve this objective, but not everything is in 
our hands. In addition to the hurdles caused 
to Kosovo on the international aspect, such 
as the lack of membership in the United 
Nations, Kosovo also has other internal 
problems for which we have raised our voice 
several times, but there was no institutional 
willingness to reduce the number of 
unregistered vehicles in the country and 
such numbers are the highest in the region. 
Having such a number which is estimated to 
be around 30% of vehicles circulating on 
Kosovo roads, such a process is almost 
impossible. At the end of July this year, we 
welcomed the initiative of the Government of 
Kosovo and the Central Bank of Kosovo 
(CBK) dealing with the unregistered 
vehicles in our country. We hope that the 
joint commitment will produce results as 
soon as possible and will give Kosovo 
more realistic possibilities to become a 
member of the Green Card Bureaux.

63.1%
drop in the sale of border policies 
during the period January-August 
2020 compared to the period 
January-August 2019
revenues have also dropped due to the 
government’s decision to reduce policy 
prices by 35% and to cover them by the 
end of this year. In addition, there are 
delays in the payment of invoices by 
the government and this directly affects 
the work of the Bureau. For example, 
when making the payment, the 
government looks into the number of 
vehicles that directly pay the 
policies at border crossings. However, 
let’s not forget that a significant number 
of citizens in addition to buying 
policies at border crossings, they 
extend their policies at the offices of the 
Bureau when such policies expire and 
such a discrepancy in numbers at 
the Ministry of Internal Affairs compared
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Number of contracts 
dropped by 37.65%
According to the official data of the Central Bank of Kosovo (CBK), it can be seen that in 
January-September 2020, the number of non-life insurance contracts reached 567,408 
which is 37.65% less compared to January-September 2019

iSIGURIME
The number of non-life insurance contracts 

has dropped by no less than 37.65% in 
January-September 2020, compared to the 
same period of the previous year.

According to the official data of CBK, it can 
be seen that the number of non-life insurance 
contracts reached 567,408, dropping by 
37.65% compared to January-September 
2019.

Since the consolidation of the insurance 
sector, this is the first time in the last two 
decades that the insurance industry has 
recorded such a sharp decline in the sale of 
policies and this is due to the COVID-19 
pandemic.

“The volume of gross written premiums for 
non-life insurance reached the amount of € 
71,583,109, dropping by 2.34% compared to 
January-September 2019”, notes the report of 
the Central Bank of Kosovo.

Number of life insurance contracts 
increased by 24.11%
Furthermore, according to the official data 

of CBK, it can be seen that the number of life 
insurance contracts reached 11,882 in January-
September 2020, increasing by 24.11% 
compared to January-September 2019. “The 
volume of gross written premiums for life 
insurance reached the amount

 of â‚¬ 2,658,608, increasing by 4.09% 
compared to January-September 2019â€, 
further notes the report of the Central Bank 
of Kosovo.

The insurance market dropped by 
2.12%

The official data of CBK show that in January - 
September 2020, the insurance market dropped 
by 2.12% compared to the same period of 2019. 
The volume of gross premiums written compared 
to the same period of the previous year dropped 
by € 1,608,091, reaching the total amount of € 
74,241,717. “The number of contracts was 
579,290, dropping by 37.01% compared to 
January - September 2019”, further notes the 
report of the Central Bank of Kosovo.

567,408  567,408 non-life insurance policies sold 
in January-September 2020. 

37.65%   drop in the sale of non-life insurance 
policies in January-September 2020, 
compared to the same period of the 
previous year.

11,882  is the number life insurance contracts 
in January-September 2020, compared 
to the same period of the previous year.

4,09 %   increase in the sale of life insurance 
policies in January-September 2020, 
compared to the same period of the 
previous year. 
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A Memorandum of Understanding 
has been signed in order to further 
develop the financial markets
By such a Memorandum, the Central Bank of Kosovo (CBK) and the Albanian Financial Supervisory Authority (AFSA) 
establish a system of mutual cooperation and exchange of information between the parties, based on the importance of 
developing the financial markets in both countries, covering the insurance / reinsurance market, capital markets as well 
as other non-bank financial activities.

Fehmi Mehmeti - Governor of the Central Bank of 
the Republic of Kosovo and Ervin Mete - General 
Executive Director of the Financial Supervisory 
Authority of the Republic of Albania signed a 
Memorandum of Understanding to regulate, license 
and supervise markets. By such a Memorandum, the 
CBK and the AFSA establish a system of mutual 
cooperation and exchange of information between 
the parties, based on the importance of developing 
the financial markets in both countries, covering the 
insurance / reinsurance market, capital markets as 
well as other non-bank financial activities. Fehmi 
Mehmeti - Governor of CBK considered the signing 
of the memorandum to be important. He talked 
about the importance of mutual cooperation 
between the two regulators in addressing issues of 
common interest, aiming to develop the supervised 
markets. Whereas, Ervin Mete - Director of AFSA 
thanked Governor Mehmeti for his commitment in 
finalizing the memorandum and pointed out that the 
new cooperation agreement is pertinent not only to 
the current developments, but also to the matters that 
have been raised by the Financial Supervisory 
Authority and the Central Bank of the Republic of 
Kosovo. The Memorandum of Understanding 
provides for the mutual recognition of compulsory 
motor third party liability insurance policies and 
mutual liabilities on claims. The Memorandum 
strengthens the lines of cooperation between the two 
regulators and its objective is to have integrated and 
effective supervision, in particular through 
supervisory colleges of insurance groups and local 
insurance and reinsurance companies that have their 
own investments or branches in other countries. In 
addition, with regard to the insurance market, the 
parties undertake to address specific 

supervision matters in both countries, such as the 
mutual recognition of compulsory motor third party 
liability insurance policies, mutual liabilities on claims 
or handling and payment of claims.  With regard to 
capital markets, Albania is at a more advanced stage 
in terms of the legal framework, through recently 
adopted laws, and it has established the market 
infrastructure, the Stock Exchange and the Registry. 
The authority thereof is ready to assist the Central 
Bank of the Republic of Kosovo in this regard. Both 
regulators will cooperate in order to improve 
information technology and digitalization systems, 
responding to the continuous evolution of supervised 
markets and exchanging the experiences through 
mutual meetings in order to further increase the 
standards in the area of digitalization and cyber 
security. The Memorandum of Understanding, 
signed by both parties

, will be in force for an indefinite period of time and 
the memorandum thereof supersedes the previous 
memorandum that was in force since 2008.
The Memorandum of Understanding provides 
for the mutual recognition of compulsory 
motor third party liability insurance policies 
and mutual liabilities on claims. The 
Memorandum strengthens the lines of 
cooperation between the two regulators and 
its objective is to have integrated and effective 
supervision, in particular through supervisory 
colleges of insurance groups and local 
insurance and reinsurance companies that 
have their own investments or branches in 
other countries.

Sami Mazreku - Acting Director of the 
Kosovo Insurance Bureau met with journalists 
who cover the economic sector in the country. 
“Today I had a meeting with journalists 
covering the economic sector in our country. I 
informed them about the big problems that 
COVID-19 has caused to the Kosovo 
Insurance Bureau. The sale of policies has 
dropped significantly in the first 8 months of 
2020, compared to the same period of the 
previous year.  Thus, 200 thousand less 
policies were sold. The Kosovo Insurance 
Bureau will be an open institution to

 the media for any information the journalists 
may requestâ€,  he wrote on his Facebook page.

Takim me gazetarë

Meeting with the Director of 
the Treasury

Sami Mazreku - Acting Director of the Kosovo 
Insurance Bureau met with Ahmet Ismaili - Director 
of the Treasury and they discussed the increase of 
cooperation between the two institutions.



Sami Mazreku - Acting Executive Director of the 
Kosovo Insurance Bureau met the Directors of the 
Claims Departments of insurance companies that are 
members of the Kosovo Insurance Bureau.

They discussed the changes needed to advance the 
claims handling systems and increase the efficiency in 
the handling process of material and non-material 
claim compensation.

Governor Mehmeti hosted the acting 
director of the Kosovo Insurance Bureau 

On Tuesday, Fehmi Mehmeti - Governor 
of the Central Bank of Kosovo hosted Sami 
Mazreku - Acting Director of the Kosovo 
Insurance Bureau in a meeting. 

During the meeting, Governor Mehmeti 
thanked Mazreku for his work done so far 
as the director of the Insurance Association 
of Kosovo, and congratulated him on his 
new task and offered his support. 

On the other hand, Mazreku - acting 
director of the Kosovo Insurance Bureau 
thanked Governor Mehmeti for his 
continued support. 

Mehmeti and Mazreku agreed to 
continue the cooperation between the 
Central Bank of Kosovo and the Kosovo 
Insurance Bureau.

Today, Quantix LLC presented applications, in 
the offices of the Kosovo Insurance Bureau, aiming 
to reduce the number of unregistered and uninsured 
motor vehicles.

Applications are built in several components 
which provide the following:

1. Map of accidents which allows the 
identification of certain areas of high risk and 
frequency of accidents,

2. Accident certificate by which citizens will have 
the chance to check whether a certain motor vehicle 
was involved in a traffic accident,

3. Anti-fraud system which will analyse 
potential cases of insurance fraud in order to 
prevent them,

4. Mobile application related to the 
awareness of citizens on insurance. Citizens will 
receive various information on accidents and 
various insurance products provided by the 
insurance industry. 

These applications will be put into use within 
a short period of time, and will be introduced 
for practical and easy use by all the citizens of 
the Republic of Kosovo.

The EKIN Patrol - 
information technology company, 
through its exclusive technological 
partner in Kosovo - “Info Soft 
Systems” company, have 
presented to Sami Mazreku - 
Executive Director of the Kosovo 
Insurance Bureau Sami and the 
staff of the institution

 thereof, the operation and 
implementation of the project 
for the identification of 
unregistered / uninsured vehicles 
through EKIN equipment 
which automatically reads 
motor vehicle registration plates 
as well as the software 
implementation system.

Qalaj and Mazreku 
discuss  
strengthening the 
cooperation

Former General Director of Kosovo 
Police (KP), Mr. Rashit Qalaj and his 
associates, met with Sami Mazreku - 
acting director of the Kosovo Insurance 
Bureau. Qalaj and Mazreku discussed 
about strengthening the cross-
institutional cooperation in the interest 
of road safety.

Work meeting with the 
border crossing 
coordinators of the 
Kosovo Insurance Bureau

Presentation by EKIN Patrol

Meeting with directors of the claims departments
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Today, the governor met the acting 
director of the Kosovo Insurance Bureau

Quantix presents applications




